
PERSPECTIVE 
SEE OREGON FROM OUR 

No matter where they were, Oregon's
residents and tourists will always
remember the thick smoke that saturated
the air throughout the summer of 2017.
They will never forget the devastation
and outcry surrounding the Eagle Creek
Fire, started by a teenager who lobbed a
firework into the canyon and touched off
a blaze that closed the gorge to all traffic
for weeks.  

Or will they? 

Every single human-caused fire is
preventable. Our biggest challenge is
time. Once the fires are out and the air
has cleared, people will move on and
wildfire prevention will be a thing of the
past.  

We are the gentle reminder. 

FIRE SEASON, 2017



FROM THE MOUNTAINS

TO THE COAST
Our love for Oregon goes deep. Keep Oregon Green serves every corner of the 
state and every age level of our ever-changing population. As long as people 
start fires, our work will never end. 

Unlike other prevention campaigns, where the message is singular, (Wear your 
seatbelt. Use sunscreen. Quit smoking.), preventing wildfires is more complex, 
due to the variety of ways that a fire can start (Monitor your burn pile from start 
to finish. Put your campfire dead out. Use your ashtray. Don't park or idle on dry 
grass. Extinguish fireworks in a bucket of water.) Statewide messaging around 
these topics is not one-size-fits-all; each area of Oregon has different local fire 
restrictions.  

KOG faced the ultimate test this past summer. Oregon was estimated to host 
as many as a million visitors for the Great American Solar Eclipse. The timing – 
at the peak of wildfire season in mid-August – could not have been worse from 
the perspective of wildfire officials. It raised fears that the best viewing locations 
in the path of totality –particularly fire-prone central and eastern Oregon – 
would see a spike in wildfires at a time when resources would be stretched 
particularly thin. 

KOG created artwork for interstate and highway billboards; 
posters for rest stops, airports and malls; TV and radio ads; 
placemats for restaurants; agency websites and social media 
platforms and messaging for a Travel Oregon eclipse 
publication. Five National Prevention Education Teams were in 
Oregon to work on a summer strategy and help conduct 
outreach in the Valley, Central Oregon, NE Oregon and 
Portland. 

Despite high concentrations of people, there was no increase 
in wildfires on ODF-protected land around the time of the 
eclipse, the week before or the week after. There were 59 
human-caused wildfire starts during those two weeks 
compared to 77 starts in 2015, and much lower than the 89 
starts in 2016. Wildfire starts were also lower than the 10-year 
average of 70. In the most fire-prone part of the path of totality 
– central Oregon – there were only three human-caused 
wildfire starts during the two-week influx of eclipse visitors. 
That was the lowest number for that period since 2008.  

Due to the strength of partnerships, Oregon rose to this 
challenge with a successful outcome.



A. National Fire Prevention Education Team's 
logo created for the Great American Solar Eclipse. 

B. A screen grab of Smokey Bear, the Duck and 
Benny Beaver and Governor Kate Brown's TV (& 
radio) spots addressing campfires, debris 
burning, equipment and eclipse safety.  

C. Keep Oregon Green's 2017 summer wildfire 
campaign artwork. 

D. A new twist on a classic outreach tool from the 
late 1950's. Keep Oregon Green provided 
placemats to restaurants to reach the travelling 
public during the eclipse.
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IT 'S  SIMPLY 
PREVENTABLE KOG is involved in many projects

that will help make wildfire
prevention education and outreach 
easier for fire professionals: 

--A new Oregon Wildfire Risk
Explorer tool will allow homeowners
to search their home address,
view their surrounding wildfire risk,
and take action. 

--A Southern Oregon Wildfire Group
is tackling persistent fire issues with
innovative approaches and sharing
their work with others around the
state. 

--A Forestry and Wildfire Education
Curriculum Grant will help middle
and high school students understand
what it means to live in a fire-adapted
community. 

--A grant from USAA Insurance is
funding six Firewise Classes for
homeowners around the state. 

We have many more ideas and
activities on our list, but we need your
help. Thanks to your support, we are
able to stretch every dollar invested
in our campaign efforts. A $1,500
contribution becomes $3,000 worth of
outreach. And every dollar goes
directly toward wildfire prevention
education.  

A wildfire prevented is a wildfire that
never starts. That saves money, lives,
and protects our landscapes for future
generations.  Thank you! 

NEW TOOLS 
NEW PARTNERS 
NEW OPPORTUNITIES


